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Creating a Virtual Company With Zero Knowledge

I founded Lindman Design back in mid 2007 as a virtual company. It started as a small project and its main intention was to explore the new and exciting economy of a rapidly growing community, named SecondLife®.

First of all, starting business in a virtual world is a lot easier than in real life. You basically say Here I am and start offering your products. However, before you can sell any products, you have to create them. Product creation, especially successful product creation, involves a lot of knowledge and skills.

So, how are you gonna do that if you don’t know anything about these things? Well, that’s what I love the most about Second Life®. You invest a certain amount of money and then simply give it a shot. In real life it would be very dangerous, as you would have to take a much higher risk. Properly speaking, you can only win in a virtual world, because even if you fail and lose a few hundred dollars, you gain something much more valuable: knowledge and experience! These are, of course, two very important factors of successful business in both real and virtual environments.

Learning and Understanding Economy of a Virtual World

From my point of view, you only have two opportunities to understand a virtual world’s economy: You can either test your ideas against others and go for the more profitable ones, or you can directly learn from more experienced users. However, the latter is a bit more difficult, as successful people tend to keep their secrets to themselves and don’t want anyone else to get involved.

So another technique would be to actually combine both methods by trying your own ideas, but at the same time get inspiration from your competitors. A lot of people who do that make a big mistake by actually confounding a decent amount of inspiration with doing an exact replica of a competitor’s product. You certainly want to avoid anything like that and so it’s most important to keep one’s vision clear and focused on the topic.

Becoming a Developer and Making Successful Products

I guess, I can go a bit more into detail by talking about my most successful product in Second Life®: Lindman Weather Systems. When I started my virtual career, I had absolutely no idea about doing professional business. Besides that, I had no idea about graphics design and was especially clueless when it came to writing proper computer code. It took several months and many sleepless nights to understand these things and to build up some skills. In October 2007 I started working on Lindman Weather System and two months later on Lindman Ultimate
Weather System. These products are very well known among the Second Life® community and have many famous users, such as Pathfinder Linden, for example.

There were already weather systems on the market at that time, so I first started doing some quality research by comparing my weather system feature list to my competitors’. That way I could find many ways to improve and later fine tune my product. On top of that, it is simply good practice to listen to feedback from friends and early adopters.

**The Product is Ready for Sale - Now What?**

You can have the best piece of software available, but if no one knows about it, it won’t become a great seller. Given that very fact, good marketing is at least as important as the quality of your product - if not even more important. With that information in mind, I started doing typical Second Life® classifieds (you pay for them once a week, directly to Linden®). Besides that, I explored new market places, such as SLExchange (XStreetSL now) and Onrez (no longer available). These platforms offered an off grid space to sell and advertise your products and helped to gain even more attention.

Again, learning about the proper marketing of your products is the same process as that of learning about doing business in general. You should either try out different concepts, get inspired by others, or combine both of these things.

Big companies often make the mistake of investing crazy amounts of money into their marketing, and forgetting about the end-users’ needs. I learned about that pretty soon and decided to offer the best support possible. I also call it „Shock and awe“ support. Even if the first version of your product has some issues, most customers will understand, if you do show them that you care.

It helps to build up a certain reputation, and thereby gain even more customers. They tell their friends who later tell their friends, and so on. Professionals call this type of marketing „viral marketing“ and especially in a virtual world a good reputation can be priceless. Email communication travels at the speed of light and so does information. On the other hand, bad words can certainly do some serious harm to one’s business.

I’ve had many customers telling me that they only bought my products because of my reputation. Friends usually trust their friends and therefore make decisions easier / faster on the basis of friendly advice.

**SL / RL - How Metaverse Platforms Influence a Developers’ Personal Life**

It takes a lot of time to develop products, work on the marketing and later do customer support. If you are a single person trying to get everything done, it’s obvious that you will have to cut some time off your private life. This can be dangerous, as people tend to neglect their real life duties, their friends and other important things. One has always to make up his/her mind and stay focused. That way it is possible to enjoy being part of a virtual community and stay successful in real life as well.
Virtual Worlds Spin Faster - Economy in Second Life® between 2007 and 2009 from a Developer's Point of View

Back in 2007 Second Life® was state of the art. You could read about it in all the different magazines, it was on TV all the time and everyone else was talking about it. You could literally feel excitement everywhere.

I still think that early 2007 till mid 2008 were the best days in Second Life®. The real world crisis and other decisions by the company that runs Second Life® surely had an impact on the economy. Although it’s getting slightly better and sale numbers are growing again, I think that it needs some new inventions to attract more new customers.

However, I still think that Second Life® is the best place to learn a lot about business, marketing and especially yourself.

Lindman Design finally became a real life company and is proud to name Second Life® and the users that built up that community as its mentors.